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APRIL 29, 2020 
 

NY Times: Minneapolis Officers Found to Engage 
in Racist Policing 

 

Minnesota’s Department of Human Rights found instances of 

shockingly racist and misogynistic language, as well as patterns of 

discrimination in arrests and use of force. 

 

REBUTTAL BY 

 

Minnesota's Marxist Department of "Human Rights" ™ has 
just released what the Slimes is trumpeting as "a damning 
investigation." From the article: 
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"The Minneapolis Police Department routinely engages in several 
forms of racially discriminatory policing, fails to hold officers 
accountable for misconduct and has used fake social media accounts 
to target Black people and organizations, according to a damning 
investigation released by the state's Department of Human 
Rights." 

 

"Damning" eh? Never mind the "damning" statistics on the 
out-of-control crime (most of it Somali-on-Somali) in parts of 
Africanized Minneapolis (here). No, the very same libtard-
commies who imported the Somali hordes into the state 
would rather focus on "damning" the "shockingly 
racist" ™ White cops instead. What's the game here? 

 

 

 
 

Rivalries between Somali gangs, such as the Somali 
Mafia, the Somali Outlaws, the Hot Boyz, and 

Madhibaan with Attitude have turned Minneapolis into 
a war zone nicknamed, "Little Mogadishu." When they 
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aren't shooting at each other, the thugs will attack 
White Minnesotans. 

 

Why the hypocrisy? It's simple. 
 

The War on Cops has long been an important element of the 
Globalist / Communist control system for the same reason 

that (((they))) so strongly support "gun control." In their 
Satanic dreams, the great masses of the people as well as 
patriotic county sheriffs and generally conservative local 

police will not be able to resist the new Jacobin mobs (Antifa, 
Black Lives Matter, College Libtards etc.)  In this New World, the 
only people allowed to have guns are those Federals who will 

faithfully serve the Marxists. That's exactly what happened 
during the Democratic Socialist & Bolshevik Revolutions of 
1917. The police were harassed, mocked and belittled until 

Red agitators persuaded the weak "provisional" government 
to dissolve the Police of the Russian Empire in March of that 

year. They were eventually replaced with the 
dreaded Cheka (cough cough). 

 

That is why the Red provocateurs killed seven Chicago police 
officers during the Haymarket Square riot of 1886. 

 

That is why early Hollywood Communists like Mack 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cheka
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Sennett (Keystone Cops) and Charlie 
Chaplin (Police) produced and/or starred in silent comedy 

films portraying cops as idiots. 

 

That is why, in 1969, Bill Ayers -- the Weather Underground 
terrorist and early mentor to young Barack Obongo -- 

bombed the statue honoring the fallen officers of Haymarket 
Square and attacked policemen with mailbombs. 

 

And this explains what candidate Obongo, in 2008, meant 
when he said: 

 

"We've got to have a civilian national security 
force that's just as powerful, just as strong, just 

as well-funded as our military." 
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1. In 1886, Red terrorists killed seven policemen during the 
bombing and shooting  incident at Chicago's Haymarket 

Square. // 2. The monument to the slain officers was bombed 
by the Communist "Weathermen" in 1969. // 3. Deep State 

Weathermen terrorist and early sponsor of Barack Obongo, 
Bill Ayers 

 

 
 

 

Mack Sennett was a Red / Red sympathizer (here). He 
created "The Keystone Cops" which got millions of 

Americans to laughing at the incompetent bunglers in 
blue. 
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1 & 2. Communist Charlie Chaplin mocked policemen in 
silent films such as "Police" -- 1916. // 3. Scene from a 

1912 film shows Chaplin and  Mack Sennett walking into 
a meeting room. The door is marked I.W.W. for 

"Industrial Workers of the World" --- a Communist front 
group 

   

1. Cop hater Obongo openly called for a "civilian national security force." 

The unspoken part was the Federal takeover of "racist" local police 

forces.  // 2. Ageing hippie terrorists and mentors of Obongo -- Bill Ayers 

and Bernadine Dorne support "Black Lives Matter." // 3. Unflattering 

image of a cop -- from the website of Communist Party USA, August 2018 

article titled: "Who Polices the Police." (here) 

https://www.cpusa.org/article/who-polices-the-police/
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The Globalists / Communists are long-range 

generational planners. Once the big city cops are 
gone, the responsibility for  "public safety" (and 

the guns needed to ensure "public safety') -- will all 
be transferred to the "civilian national security 

force." 
 

What began as seemingly harmless commie 
comedy of a century ago has since "progressed" 

into a hatred and mistrust of policemen in general 
that is now so pervasive that talk of shutting down 
police departments in the name of "public safety" 

has actually gone "mainstream" among the 
deranged denizens of Libtardia. And this latest 

"damning report" out of Minnesota fits that 
agenda. 
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Footballer Colin Commie Kaepernick -- an ungrateful 
piece of human garbage who wears socks depicting 

police officers as pigs, and T-shirts glorifying Fidel 
Castro as a "great mind," began the anti-cop "take-a-

knee" protest movement. 
 

 

  

COMMIE KAEPERNICK WINS! 
 

Beaten down by decades of wall-to-wall Communist 
propaganda and the alleged killing of St. George Floyd, 
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cops everywhere kneeled "in solidarity" with sworn 
enemies who wish to replace them with "public safety" 

goons accountable only to Globalist agents. 
Somewhere from the bowels of Hell, Charlie Chaplin & 

Mack Sennett are laughing. 

 

Click the image below for more information: 
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